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WHITEPAPER



The XRPL is fast, scalable, environmentally
friendly and super cheap to use.

Chains like Ethereum can cost 100s
of $$$ to purchase, move or sell. 
The same actions on the XRPL cost 
fractions of a penny!!!
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ABOUT BORED APE
FOOTBALL CLUB

Bored Ape Football Club (BAFC) is a football
focused community DAO, one of the first of
its kind!

BAFC creates a range of NFTs that double as
blue chip access to the community. The total
NFTs ever to be created is capped at 5k!

Profile picture NFTs are easily identifiable
assets that can show off your part and
support of a community. X (formerly Twitter)  
is moving towards highlighting NFT profile
pictures with the hexagon PFP, a bit like a
verified tick! 

OUR MISSION
Here at BAFC, we share your passion for
football. Football is more than just a game,
the passion, emotion - nothing compares!

We want to build a community based on
trust and utility. Creating a recognisable
brand in football during the process.

WHY THE XRPL?



VOTING
Voting will be done through the BAFC
Discord server. A custom bot has been set
up to manage voting based on holdings.

You will need to verify your wallet address
by signing a Xaman (formerly XUMM)
request within the server to get the required
server role and access.

The bot, and Xaman (formerly XUMM)
payload is managed internally to give our
members extra peace of mind when signing.
But, always be wary of any payload you sign,
more info on security can be found within
our discord server!
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THE DAO
BAFC is building a DAO that is governed by
the NFTs produced, the total of which is
capped at 5000!

A DAO (Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation) is an organisation controlled
by voting governance which is enforced by
code. This means it is controlled by its
members, and not by a single party. 

1 NFT = 1 VOTE



An early promise of the project was to
support grassroots football, in 2023 the team
started an annual feat and bringing the
hottest summer tournament to NATIONAL
U9s football.
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BORED APE FC
MASTERS

BAFC have partnered up with SFT Luton to
create the best ANNUAL tournament for U9's
in the UK!

3 team trophies
3 individual awards
13 professional academies
PFA in attendance

1200 attendees
48 teams
267 games played
794 goals scored

2023 BY NUMBERS
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NFTs
BAFC will release a maximum of 5000 NFTs
to certify membership to the DAO.

NFTs have extra utility based on the
collection, more details on each collection
can be found on our website. 

NFTs are available to purchase in the form of
spins from XMart. 

UTILITY
BAFC NFTs act as your ticket into the BAFC
DAO and ecosystem. For the specifics, see
our website. 

The BAFC DAO reserves the right to change
utility at any time to improve the experience
of the community. 

NFT SPLIT
4400 -Main Collection
100 - SOLO100
500 - Customs / Collabs

https://xmart.art/collections/boredapefootballclub/BAFC/
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$xBAFC
The token and future of the BAFC
ecosystem!

Currently at the very early stages of it’s life
and is only available on secondary market(s)
after an airdrop to early BAFC NFT holders.

The token can be ‘stayked’ at 25% APR using
the XPad platform.
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ROADMAP
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TEAM 1/2

Adam - CTO
Technical architect with a
demonstrated history working
with financial software.

Nick - CEO
A British serial entrepreneur
with a 12 year history in crypto.

Jamo - Relationship director  
Global business founder with a
passion for supporting grassroots
football.

Gyula - Creative director
Multi-award winning graphic
designer, founder and creative
director of Quint Studio.

Luke - Financial Director 
Luke has decades of experience in
technology, music and arts
businesses.

Ripple Van Winkle - Advisor
A successful YouTuber, XRP
content provider and creator of
Lux Lions.

Captain Ken - Discord Manager
Social Media Manager, Admin
and Moderator giving his support
to the growth and development of
projects on the XRPL.

Charlie Austin - Advisor
Ex-premier league player of the
month, ex QPR and current
Swindon Town footballer.
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TEAM 2/2

Geordie Pete - Podcast
Successful podcast host keen to
venture into the world of web 3.0!

JeggyBAFC - Discord Coach
In house football pundit! A fan of
Carlisle, Liverpool and saying
Trent AA can defend…

Ross SFT Luton - Grassroots 
Seasoned football coach with
experience in grassroots and
premier league academies.

COMING
SOON
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COMMUNITY

Sam Allardyce Wes Hoolahan

Paul Parker Marc Bircham

Kevin Gallen Grant Holt


